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Accomplished Wine Steward professional with a proven record of surpassing sales 
goals, generating new accounts, increasing brand recognition and loyalty. 
Charismatic communicator with extensive experience building and maintaining 
professional relationships within a diversified customer base.

EXPERIENCE

Wine Steward
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2010 – 2010

 Licensed by the state of Oregon, to serve in the tasting room for the 
purpose of selling wine and increasing wine club members.

 Handled cash and process credit card transactions.
 Assisted in maintaining current club members information.
 Worked as needed and for special events.
 Increased wine club membership.
 Used Customer service, sells transactions in cash and credit cards.
 Conducted local market analysis to include customer-centric regional 

wines that are not in the set.

Wine Steward 
Delta Corporation - 2005 – 2010

 Manage Wine Dept - Order Product, plan/build displays - Control 
inventory, ordering - Buyer through wine vendors/sales reps (store 
level) - Provide .

 Showcase the winery to guests with tours and tastings Greet, stock 
and assist with kitchen details.

 My duties include opening the winery, opening wine bottles as 
needed, pouring tastes and glasses of wine, discussing aromas, 
flavors, and other .

 Handle cash, up-sell, and promote the winery in any way possible.
 Maintain a clean environment on the wine tasting floor.
 Help guests navigate the grounds.
 Engaging with customers, demo wine, daily paperwork such as sales, 

schedules, daily inventory loss.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor's In Business Administration
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SKILLS

MS Office, Customer Service, Database Management, Filing, Faxing, Human 
Resources, Keyboarding, Marketing, Recruiting, Sales, Training.
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